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2001

A history of transformation

Sogem

Union Minière 1981

1908 Société Générale Métallurgique de Hoboken

1800 1850 1900 1950 2000

1853 Asturienne des Mines

1805 Vieille-Montagne

1887 Usine de Désargentation (Degussa)

1919 Société Générale des Minerais

1959 Mechim

1906 Union Minière du Haut-Katanga

1904 ACEC 1989 UM

1919 SIBEKA

2005 Cumerio

1873 Degussa (EM) DMC2 PMG 2003

MDK Kombinat Pirdop

1985

1989

1928 Compagnie des Metaux d’Overpelt
1970

1990

1985

1989

2007 Nyrstar

* Smaller acquisitions not mentioned in this overview
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1998: before the clean-up

Rehabilitation of historically polluted areas

2001: after the clean-up
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Facelift

 support new image
 further improvement of the 

working environment (comfort & 
safety)
 welcome visitors/clients more 

attractively
 improve training facilities
 what?

 modern zinc & glass reception
 renovation administrative building
 the facade of the surrounding 

buildings will be renovated too
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SMELTERS & 
REFINERS INDUSTRY

CONSUMER
MARKET

refined metal e.g. computers

e.g. 
tankhouse 

slimes
production

scrap
precious
metals

precious
metals

e.g. 
electronic

scrap

e.g. copper scrap

Umicore Precious Metals Refining
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Recent make-over

At the start of the nineties
 strategical decision for recycling
 “extreme makeover” of the plant
 clean-up of historical pollution

 investment of 400 mio euro during 1996 - 2008 
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1998: before the clean-up

Rehabilitation of historically polluted areas

2001: after the clean-up
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Today, our company is…

 one of the world’s biggest suppliers of automotive catalysts for 
passenger cars.

 a world leader in the production of key materials for rechargeable 
batteries used in laptops and mobile phones.

 a producer of high efficiency germanium-based solar cells are used in 
the bulk of the satellites launched today.

 the world’s largest recycler of precious metals from old mobile 
phones, laptops, electronic scrap or spent catalyst material.
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A world leader in specialty materials

Metal related materials can be 
efficiently and infinitely recycled, 
which makes them the basis for 
sustainable products and services.

Umicore’s expertise in materials 
science, chemistry and metallurgy
can make a real difference, be it in 
products that are essential to 
everyday life or those at the cutting 
edge of new technological 
developments
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A decentralised, customer-focused organisation

Additional
info
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UPMR: the leading precious metals recycler

 unique & innovative technology

 excellent services to an international customer basis

 wide range of complex precious metals bearing materials

 efficient recovery of 17 different metals

 applying world class environmental standards
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* Business units Precious Metals Refining & Precious Metals Management

Umicore Precious Metals Services*
Key Figures

116 ha

1,452

52.1

54.4%

201.8

133.9

173.3

2007
€ million

1,514Workforce

2008
€ million

116 haSurface

60.9Capital Expenditure

80.1%ROCE

221.1Average Capital Employed

183.7EBIT

218.2EBITDA


